
RPL notes 

Wk. 1 – Torrens system 

Indefeasibility 

Interests in land are created/transferred by registration. The register is conclusive evidence of title/interest in land. 
This ensures security of title. (s68 TLA). Indefeasibility is ‘immunity from attack by adverse claims to the land or 
interest in respect of which he [or she] is registered, which a registered proprietor enjoys’. Frazer v Walker.  

 s68 - The registered proprietor’s title under the register means that his title is indefeasible against the world. 
EXCEPTIONS: fraud, 5 year lease, in personam. The RP takes his title subject to easements registered 

 s53 - Title registered as soon as land instruments presented. Priority according to the time of registration 
 s134 - A registered proprietor is not affected by actual or constructive notice of any unregistered interests 

and is not under an obligation to inquire into the circumstances in which the previous registered proprietors 
obtained their title 

o the knowledge that any such trust or unregistered interest is in existence shall not of itself be 
imputed as fraud 

 s199 - Protections against getting kicked off the land unless default in mortgage, fraud 
 s201 – protects bona fide purchasers. 

Immediate indefeasibility - recognises a forged (void) instrument as being capable of registration and therefore 
capable of vesting indefeasibility of title immediately upon registration. Breskvar v Wall 

Mercantile Credits v Shell 

ISSUE: Does the covenant for renewal, which was not separately registered but merely incorporated in the 
registered lease, take priority over the mortgage? 

HELD:  The lease, which was registered before the mortgage, takes priority over the mortgage and is indefeasible.  

If the covenant touches upon the estate or interest (ie, it is a part of the interest) the priority will extend to the 
covenant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wk. 2 – Exceptions to indefeasibility 

S68 contains the explicit exceptions. First of these is fraud. If RP gains title through fraud his title will be defeasible – 
Gibbs v Messer (also relates to fictitious person – deferred indefeasibility) 

1) Fraud 

 Must be “actual fraud” in the nature of “personal dishonesty” or “moral turpitude” Assets v Mere Roihi. E.g. 
forgery, breach of fids duty. Actual & constructive knowledge, not mere carelessness 

o More than mere notice/knowledge is required, such as an assurance that the unregistered right will 
be respected (Loke Yew) or deliberately tricking someone into not registering an existing interest 
(Waimiha Sawmilling) 


